
General Government Committee October 17, 2022
501 Low Gap Road
Ukiah, CA 95482

Re: Public Expression on Items Not on the Agenda

________________________________________________________

Honorable Supervisors,

Per the Board direction that cannabis items come before the GGC to be discussed before
coming before the full Board, there are many topics that require close attention in a timely
fashion from this committee that go beyond the two items agendized for today.

We are grateful to Deputy Clerk of the Board Atlas Pearson for having the foresight to schedule
GGC meetings monthly in 2023, but the lack of meeting in November of this year puts more
pressure on this committee and the community to make sure important topics are covered at
December’s meeting.

We respectfully request that the GGC consider the following items for the December meeting:

1. Workshop Style Meetings. Over the last year the Ad Hoc met with MCD, stakeholders,
County Counsel, the CEO’s office and a State Agency in a more open format than the
traditional 3 minute comment period allows. As a group we were able to dig into nuanced
items and identify solutions that would not have otherwise been obvious from the much
more limited format of a regular committee meeting. The GGC has the ability to alter the
engagement mechanisms of their meetings in such a way as to invite more thorough and
detailed conversations about these complicated issues from a wide variety of
perspectives. We sincerely believe that this approach will result in more effective and
comprehensive solutions to the various challenges we face.

2. Vegetation Modification Clarification. This topic is included in Agenda item 2b, and we
sincerely hope that during that discussion this committee will clarify the intent of the
existing safety and disease exemptions in the ordinance to specifically include fire safety
and recommend to the full Board for adoption on October 18, 2022. Upon adoption the
Board would then direct immediate implementation thereof, and direct County Counsel to
prepare procedural options for allowing tree removal for disease and safety and
consideration of evidence needed for both applicants and MCD. However, if for some
reason the GGC is unable to make this recommendation to the full Board on October 18,
it should be clarified as soon as possible but certainly no later than the next GGC
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meeting in December. It is essential that no applicants be denied permits due to
Vegetation Modification concerns prior to the implementation of an Appeals
Program.

a. Additionally, the resolution of the Vegetation Modification question in relation to
the explicit exemption for disease and safety concerns built into the ordinance
must be resolved prior to the implementation of the Appeals program - which will
be discussed by the BoS on 10/18 - so both MCD, County Counsel and
applicants are fully aware of the Board’s intent on how this item should be
addressed.

i. MCA fully supports Hannah Nelson’s detailed and insightful Memo titled
Tree_Shrub Clarification.08.23.22, which provides clear and direct
language that can be used to clarify the exemption and release our local
operators from the fear that they may lose their license for activities that
are allowed under the ordinance. We request the GGC adopt the
language and recommend to the full Board.

3. Reducing the Tax burden on our Small Farmers and Operators. As stated in Sec.
6.32.3001 - Amendment or Repeal of existing law, the Board may repeal or reduce the
existing tax without any required voter initiative. MCA stands ready to work with the new
Standing Committee to refine and develop an alternative tax structure that might include
consideration of a point of sale tax.

4. MCD Workflow Analysis. We request the GGC prepare an analysis of MCD’s workflow
to determine and recommend the best balance of priorities for processing applications,
renewals, CEQA Appendix G packets, Equity Grant requests, LJAGP grants, application
modifications of compliance requirements, and other routine matters that require a
balancing of priorities. The current system of the Department moving from one
backlogged category to another without direction regarding prioritization has led to
confusion and bottlenecks that could be alleviated with a more considered approach.

5. Improved Communications With Applicants. We suggest that the GGC have a robust
discussion with MCD and stakeholders to identify suggestions for improved
communications with locally licensed operators to help balance the continually lamented
lack of staff time.  Some items to discuss include:

1 The Board of Supervisors of the County of Mendocino is authorized to repeal this Chapter 6.32 without a vote of the
people to the extent allowed by law. The Board of Supervisors of the County of Mendocino is further authorized to
amend this Chapter 6.32 in any manner that does not increase the tax rate above the maximum rate specified for
each category of business or in a manner that otherwise constitutes a tax increase for which voter approval is
required by Article XIII C of the California Constitution. The people of the County of Mendocino affirm that the
following actions shall not constitute an increase of the rate of a tax:
A. The restoration of the rate of the tax to a rate that is no higher than that set by this Chapter, if the Board of
Supervisors has acted to reduce the rate of the tax;
B. An action that interprets or clarifies the methodology of the tax, or any definition applicable to the tax, so long as
the interpretation or clarification (even if contrary to some prior interpretation or clarification) is not inconsistent with
the language of this Chapter; or
C. The collection of the tax imposed by this Chapter, even if the County had, for some period of time, failed to collect
the tax. (Ord. No. 4361, § 1, 8-2-2016; Ord. No. 4412, § 9, 7-10-2018 )
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a. Requesting that MCD change formatting on the Public Zoom meetings so all
attendees see all of the questions and answers, rather than just the panelists.

b. Scheduling Public MCD meetings more regularly
c. Creating more opportunities for back-and-forth question and answer sessions

during the Public meetings
d. Posting more information more regularly on the website
e. Sending out more Cannanotes when new information becomes available.

6. MCD Mission Statement. Many departments in the County have mission statements to
make clear to both the public and the department staff the key components that should
be considered when approaching any question within the department. The Mendocino
County Planning and Building Services Department’s mission statement2 is 160 words
and encompasses a wide range of their goals. Thus far MCD has indicated that they do
not have the bandwidth to work on this, but we believe that a mission statement could be
a valuable tool in setting the tone for the department

With rapidly approaching State deadlines and hundreds of our local operators at risk of losing
not just their licenses but also their livelihoods and their homesteads, we urge this committee to
engage deeply and comprehensively on these issues. The future of the entire County is at
stake.

Thank you for your consideration of these important items.

Sincerely,

Mendocino Cannabis Alliance
e: info@mendocannabis.com

2 PBS MISSION STATEMENT. To effectively manage existing and future development by facilitating the availability of
adequate services and facilities, advocating the wise use of our natural resources, promoting an awareness and
consideration of cultural resources, and facilitating the protection and enhancement of the quality of life in Mendocino
County. While recognizing it is not always possible to reconcile the often-diverse interests of our clients (private
applicants, interested citizens, general public, decision-makers, other agencies) we will strive to:

1. Provide precise, up-to-date and innovative advice and technical expertise.
2. Be problem solvers seeking solutions to issues within the framework of the regulations.
3. Treat all members of the public, applicants, decision-makers and co-workers in a courteous, respectful and

professional manner.
4. Improve and maintain effectiveness and efficiency by forging working relationships within, and external to

the County organizations.
5. Develop and maintain a work environment that strives for excellence and exemplary customer service

through teamwork, continuous training, career advancement, innovation, and a culture that encourages
creative change.
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